1. After the election & then the inauguration, the objective
of the Clinton/Obama criminals was simple : destroy the
Trump Presidency at all costs. Sally Quillian Yates was
one of the main conspirators. Read on.
threadreaderapp.com/thread/944766931533361152.html

2. The weapons these criminals used? The Clinton/DNC Trump-Putin lie hysteria, unmasked
intel on Trump & his associates via the Fusion GPS FISA warrant, Clinton / Obama media
proxies - and sheer desperation.
3. The FBI cabal that's emerging - Comey, McCabe, Priestap, Page & Strzok. And they're the
only ones we know are involved. Others will be revealed.
4. The DOJ cabal & officials involved in applying for the FISA? We know it included at least
Loretta Lynch, Sally Yates & Bruce Ohr. Others will emerge. It wouldn't surprise me at all if
Yates was the DOJ lawyer who authorized the infamous October FISA. More on that in a sec.
5. Their masters ? Barack Hussein Obama & Hillary Rodham Clinton. Clinton is doomed, as we
know. But Obama is now being caught in the crosshairs on numerous fronts. I think Trump has
something special in store for him.
6. Anyway, the objective - take down @GenFlynn , Trump's new NSA. This was for three
reasons.
7. #1 : Flynn knew all about Obama & Clinton's dirty secrets and was a dangerous enemy. He
needed to be destroyed.
#2: taking down Flynn could lead to impeachment of Trump for obstruction of justice -AND
#3 : that would damage Trump's administration bigly, if not collapse it.
8. The method :
#1 - obtain wiretaps of Flynn discussing sanctions with Kislyak, the Russian ambassador, in
Dec 2016 as part of the transition team.
#2 - get Flynn on record lying about those conversations.
#3 - use them to destroy Flynn - and Trump.
9. Remember, it is highly probable that there had been illegal unmasking on Team Trump from
the moment he was nominated as Clinton's rival. That intel has also been illegally shared with
the Clinton campaign & then spread to Clinton media proxies.
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10. However, the October FISA was different, in that it specifically targeted Trump Tower, at
the end of the campaign. With a highly specific objective in mind, as you will see. Read on,
using a timeline.
11. October 2016 : Obama administration DOJ gets a FISA warrant illegally, knowingly using
the uncorroborated DNC/Clinton funded Steele dossier, disguised as a FBI document by
Strzok, as evidence.
12. Important : all those involved in applying for the FISA were committing felonies. Also from
this point on, all investigations carried out by the FBI / DOJ are illegal/corrupted.
13. October/Nov - illegal spying on Trump Tower and his associates starts. None involved
cared that they were breaking the law. Obama & Clinton were absolutely certain of a Clinton
victory. They were going to bury their crimes once she was POTUS.
14. Nov 8 - Trump wins election, transition starts. Obama & Clinton, now in full panic, ramp up
Trump-Russia lie, as well as unhinged anti-Russia hysteria, dividing the nation. Absolutely
disgraceful.
15. November 10, 2016, President Obama (panicking) warns President-elect Trump against
hiring Flynn. Obama expresses "profound concerns" about hiring Flynn to a sensitive, highlevel national security post.
16. December 2016 - FBI / NSA have been illegally spying on Trump & associates. They
record Flynn having a conversation with Kislyak, the Russian ambassador as part of the
transition.
17. Remember, Obama's administration had specifically given Flynn permission to do so. They
KNEW he was going to contact Kislyak.
18. Flynn & Kislyak discuss ways to ease tension when the new administration is inaugurated,
which is absolutely normal. Also, Flynn almost certainly knows he's being listened to.
19. By now, Obama has Flynn's transcripts and a plan to topple Trump - if he makes it to
inauguration - is taking shape. This involves Obama & Clinton Praetorians in the DOJ, FBI &
media (Clinton is fully involved).
20. 29 Dec 2016 - in a disgraceful abuse of power, Obama expels 35 Russian diplomats from
the USA and imposes sanctions - this was deliberately trying to incite public fear about the
Trump-Russia lie, as well as part of the plan to destroy Trump later.
21. Think about how treacherous & desperate Obama was. He DELIBERATELY plunged USRussia relationship into danger in full knowledge he was lying to the American public about
Trump-Russia, as well as exaggerating the usual Russian hacking attempts.
22. Jan 11, 2017 - BuzzFeed publishes leaked Steele Dossier. Obama's last roll of the dice to
bring Trump down before inauguration. A failure.
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23. 20 Jan - Trump inaugurated as POTUS. One of the first things he does is appoint
@GenFlynn as his NSA. Obama & Clinton's plan to get Trump removed as soon as possible is
activated.
24. 24 Jan : Flynn was interviewed at the White House by corrupt FBI agent, Strzok. He was
not read his rights & was taken by surprise - it was a set-up. Good news : Flynn knew the
whole time.
25. Flynn deliberately denies discussing sanctions with Kislyak. The 'lie'. It doesn't matter, as
Strzok's interview, not to mention the entire FBI investigation, is illegal anyway (based on
illegal FISA warrant).
26. Main point : from this point on, all FBI/DOJ actions are connected in a chain of evidence,
from the granting of the FISA warrant to the attempt to take down an inaugurated POTUS.
27. 24/25 Jan - Strzok/FBI immedately sends transcript of Flynn interview to DOJ. Enter the
infamous Sally Yates to play
her role (today, an undocumented felon awaiting indictment).
28. Jan 26 - Yates calls WH Counsel McGahn first thing that morning to tell him she had “a
very sensitive matter" that had to be discussed face to face. McGahn agreed to meet with
Yates later that afternoon.
29. During their first in-person meeting, Yates told McGahn about Flynn’s interview with the
FBI. Remember, Yates later testified to Congress that she felt “it was important to get this
information to the White House as quickly as possible.”
30. Jan. 27, 2017 - Yates’ second in-person meeting with McGahn. One of the topics
discussed was whether Flynn could be prosecuted for his conduct.
31. McGahn expresses his concern that taking action might interfere with the FBI investigation
of Flynn, and Yates said it wouldn’t. 'It wouldn’t really be fair of us to tell you this and then
expect you to sit on your hands,' Yates tells McGahn.
32. McGahn asks if he could look at the underlying evidence of Flynn’s conduct, and Yates
said they would work with the FBI over the weekend and 'get back with him on Monday
morning.'
33. Jan 27 - Trump announces his EO on border security. Yates immediately instructs DOJ
lawyers to refuse to endorse or implement it. Liberals rejoice.
Sallys delusions of grandeur go up a notch, no doubt.
34. Jan 30 - Yates called McGahn “first thing Monday morning” to tell him he would be allowed
to “come over and review the underlying evidence.”
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35.She didn’t hear back from him until that afternoon. However, she said she doesn’t know
whether McGahn or anyone from his office came to look at the material ''because that was my
last day with DOJ.”
36. Jan 30 - Trump fires Yates for insubordination. What she doesn't know is that throughout
this entire episode, Trump & Flynn have access to all FBI, DOJ & WH communications
revealing the conspiracy against them.
37. Remember also that the OIG had quietly started their investigation by Jan 12, some 3
weeks earlier. This was NOT an Obama initiative, something many haven't picked up. It was in
response to (quote):/...
38. /..'requests from numerous Chairmen and Ranking Members of Congressional oversight
committees, various organizations, and members of the public.'
This was an investigation into Obama & Clinton launched right under the crimjnal's noses - and
they never even realized.
39. Feb 13, 2017 - General Flynn resigns and 'disappears'. @ThomasWictor research has
uncovered his likely role as NSA (carried on by McMaster) - to recruit a team of spooks, give
them top-level natsec clearance & then release them back into the IC & DOJ, esp FBI.
40. Feb 14, 2017 - Comey claims Trump asks him whether he can go easy on Flynn, but gives
Comey full discretion to act. Even if true, it falls so far below 'obstruction of justice' as to be a
joke.
41. Shoot to May 17 - 1 December. Mueller, SC is appointed & begins the SC clownshow.
During this time, I'm certain Flynn was continuing to co-ordinate with his ghost army of spooks,
away from scrutiny.
42. 1 Dec - @GenFlynn cuts a deal for a process crime indictment. This is critical - Flynn is
now free to tell his story to any authority, with no legal obstacles hanging over him. A story he's
been wanting to
tell for a LONG time.
43. What we see here is a planned, co-ordinated conspiracy to remove an elected &
inaugurated POTUS from office, in the early days of a new Presidency. This was directed by
Obama & Clinton & executed by corrupt officials at the FBI & DOJ. That's what will be
revealed.
44. The entire basis for their effort was the DNC/Clinton funded Steele dossier - that they knew
was a political smear, full of lies, funded (but never disclosed) by the Clintons, the DNC &
Obama for America. All the crimes they committed stem from.the Trump-Russia lie.
45. Drunk on power and arrogance, they arrogantly assumed that Clinton would win and they'd
get away with everything. And forgot that their enemies had outsmarted them at every turn.
46. They made the choice to get into bed with Obama & Clinton, when they could have walked
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away. A choice they will bitterly regret as they and their fellow conspirators are indicted, tried,
shamed and jailed.
Including, of course, the fraud Sally Quillian Yates.
48. Hint - just enter Yates into the search engine!
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